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Scope

The scope of the project is to identify alternative, more reliable cut out equipment used by non-GB DNOs (or novel arrangements and
practices) and prove they are suitable for replacing the ones currently used by GB DNOs.

The main benefits expected from the project can be summarised below:
Safety benefits
: The project is looking to identify, test and approve a more reliable and robust cut-out assembly, compared to the ones currently used by
GB DNOs. Learning from the project will also be used to inform standards and recommendations around the inspection requirements for
cut-outs. Both aim to decrease the risk of disruptive cut-out failures and consequently any related safety risks.
Financial benefits
:

Following the point above, there will be a reduced risk to damaging third party assets and property. Therefore, we expect that
following the project fewer insurance claims will be made against GB DNOs.
Avoiding disruptive cut out failure will also help reduce the amount spent on investigation fees following cut-out faults.
By targeting the replacement of cut-outs (starting with the highest risk types), a decrease in the number of reactive cut-out
replacement following the report of a defect or failure is anticipated. There will also be a financial benefit from having planned rather
than unplanned replacements.

Network reliability
: More robust and reliable cut-out assemblies on the network and more informed cut-out inspection regimes will mean less disruptive cut out
failures. This will increase GB network’s reliability and help avoid power cuts.

Objectives(s)

The objectives of the project can be summarised as follows:

Identify alternative cut out equipment used outside of GB and prove that they are suitable for replacing in service cut-outs.
Identify novel arrangements and practices from DNOs outside of GB and assess whether or not they can negate some of the known
problems that existing cut-outs in GB have.
Generate and disseminate enough learning to drive more informed inspection, maintenance and replacement cut-out regimes within
each GB DNO.
Generate and disseminate enough learning to influence the BS 7657 and the ENA engineering recommendation for inspecting cut-
outs.



Success Criteria

The project will be successful if it manages to satisfy the following criteria:

Identify alternative cut-outs (to the currently in-service cut-outs in the UK) to trial in the testing cells (following the desktop review and
assessment)
Prove whether the alternative cut outs identified are suitable for replacing current cut outs used by DNOs in GB
If they are suitable-

o Provide evidence to enable BS 7657 and the ENA engineering recommendation for inspecting cut-outs to be revised based on final
recommendations
o Facilitate more informed decisions on inspection, maintenance and replacement of cut-outs and influence relevant regimes within
each DNO
 

Performance Compared to the Original Project Aims, Objectives and Success Criteria

The project is investigating conducting the following tests on currently used cut-outs and the alternative technologies if/when found:

·  Load Cycling Temperature Rise Test;

·  Meter Box Solar Gain Test; and

·   Failure Mode Testing.

The project is progressing on schedule and on budget. We are currently undertaking a desk-top analysis to identify suitable alternative
technologies. The setting up of the test rigs is on schedule. Testing of currently used and alternative technologies if/when found will be
carried out within the next six months.
 

Required Modifications to the Planned Approach During the Course of the Project

There has been no deviations / changes to the proposed programme of work. The scope of work for the testing phase has only just been
agreed and requests made for the cut-outs to be sent through by the DNO companies as discussed in the kick of meeting on 24 January
2018. 

Originally the project was partnering with three DNOs: WPD, NPg, SSE, SPEN and UKPN. However, SPEN have withdrawn from the project.
This has led to a reduction in the overall project budget but has not affected the timeline.

Depending on the outcome of Phase 3: Alternative Technologies review, there may be deviations as the testing of the alternative
technologies is unknown. 
 

Lessons Learnt for Future Projects

At this early stage of the project, we do not have any lessons learned to report.

The Outcomes of the Project

As the testing has not yet started, the outcomes of the project are not yet available. 
 

Data Access

All learning will be shared with all GB DNOs in the form of reports and recommendations. The aim is to influence inspection related
engineering recommendations and standards (such as the BS 7657), so learning will be shared with the industry from the revised
standards.

To view the full Innovation Data Sharing Policy, please visit UK Power Networks’ website here:
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf

UK Power Networks recognise that Innovation projects may produce network and consumption data, and that this data may be useful to
others. This data may be shared with interested parties, whenever it is practicable and legal to do so, and it is in the interest of GB
electricity customers. In accordance with the Innovation Data Sharing Policy published in 2017/18, UK Power Networks aim to make
available all non-personal, non-confidential/non-sensitive data on request, so that interested parties can benefit from this data

Foreground IPR

At this point there has been no Foreground IPR developed. 
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